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Abstract
Objective
To examine the temporal changes in the likelihood of dementia and mild cognitive impairment
(MCI) between 1993 and 2012 using a short battery of cognitive tests.

Methods
A cohort of 10,342 participants underwent a short battery of cognitive tests collected during
triennial in-home interviews with 2,794 of those evaluated for the clinical diagnosis of dementia
and MCI. We used a generalized logit regression model to estimate the likelihood of dementia
and MCI, and a quasibinomial regression model to examine the temporal changes in those
likelihood scores.

Results
A short battery of cognitive tests—delayed story recall test, Symbol Digit Modalities Test, and
the Mini-Mental State Examination—were associated with the clinical diagnosis of dementia
and MCI. The classification accuracy of likelihood scores was 0.92 for dementia and 0.85 for
MCI. After adjusting for age, race/ethnicity, and education, the likelihood of dementia in the
population decreased from 21.6% (95% confidence interval [CI] 20.9%–22.3%) to 18.9% (95%
CI 18.1%–19.7%) between 1993–1996 and 2000–2002 and showed no significant decline
between 2000–2002 and 2009–2012 (−0.2%, 95%CI −1.1% to 0.7%). The estimated likelihood
of MCI remained similar between 1993–1996 and 2009–2012 (29.0%, 95% CI 27.9%–30.1%),
but showed a nonsignificant decrease in 2000–2002.

Conclusion
The likelihood scores based on a short battery of cognitive tests can serve as a measure of
dementia and MCI in epidemiologic studies. The decline in the likelihood of dementia and
MCI over earlier years was not sustained in later years.
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Epidemiologic studies have widely produced varying esti-
mates of dementia trends, with several studies showing
a decline,1–6 while others have shown stabilization over recent
years.7–10 Substantial variations in trends over time are mag-
nified by clinical diagnoses that require placing a cut point
along a continuum between normal and cognitively impaired.
Small variations in placement of the cut point can further lead
to large differences in the number of people diagnosed with
dementia. Such variations can make the estimates of dementia
prevalence less stable across studies and over time.

The clinical diagnosis of dementia is made using a compre-
hensive battery of cognitive tests11; however, the comprehen-
sive battery is time-consuming and expensive to administer in
population studies. A short battery of cognitive tests has been
widely used to measure preclinical changes in the cognition of
asymptomatic individuals.12,13 Lower scores on the short bat-
tery have been indicative of an increased severity of dementia
risk14 and correlated with the presence of amyloid plaques in
the brain.15–17 Therefore, developing a likelihood score for
dementia and mild cognitive impairment (MCI) using a short
battery of tests can be of great practical value to epidemiologic
studies, particularly for tracking the population-level occur-
rence of dementia and MCI.

Methods
The Chicago Health and Aging Project enrolled participants
based on a door-to-door census in 4 Chicago neighborhoods
consisting of African American (AA) and European American
(EA) participants.18 The inclusion criteria required that the
study participants lived in the geographical area and were over
the age of 65 years. The first cycle of data collection started in
1993 and ended in 1996 and consisted of 78.7% of all resi-
dents over the age of 65 years. The participants in the original
cohort were followed for a second cycle between 1997 and
1999. In 2000, a successive cohort of participants who had
reached the age of 65 was added to the original cohort. Data
were collected every 3 years and 4 replenishment cohorts
were added between 2000 and 2012 (table 1). A short battery
of cognitive tests was administered in 10,342 participants
every 3 years during in-home visits between 1993 and 2012.
At the end of each population interview cycle, about one-third
of participants were selected for a clinical assessment of de-
mentia and MCI between 1994 and 2012 based on stratum
created by age (5-year groups), sex (male and female), race/
ethnicity (AA and EA), and cognition (high, medium, and
low). A comprehensive battery of cognitive tests was collected

in 2,794 participants during clinical evaluations for the oc-
currence of dementia andMCI. The short battery of cognitive
tests also administered during the clinical evaluations to 2,794
participants was used to develop a dementia and MCI likeli-
hood prediction model, which was then used to estimate the
likelihood of dementia and MCI in 10,342 participants in the
population interview.

The institutional review board of the Rush University Medical
Center approved the study protocols, and all participants
provided written consent for in-home population interviews
and clinical evaluations.

Short battery of cognitive tests
Four short cognitive tests were administered to participants
during in-home population interviews. The cognitive tests
consisted of 2 tests of episodic memory based on immediate
and delayed story recall of the East Boston Test (scores
ranging from 0 to 12),19 one test for executive function based
on Symbol Digit Modalities Test (SDMT; scores ranging
from 0 to 75),20 and the Mini-Mental State Examination
(MMSE; scores ranging from 0 to 30).21 In general, higher
cognitive test scores were indicative of better cognitive health
and a lower risk of Alzheimer disease, and took approximately
20 minutes to complete.

Clinical diagnosis of dementia
A stratified random sample of participants evaluated during
population interviews was selected for a detailed clinical
evaluation that included a structured medical history, neuro-
logic examination, and a battery of 19 cognitive performance
tests.22 The diagnosis of dementia followed National Institute
of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke–
Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Disorders Association
(NINCDS-ADRDA) guidelines, which require a history of
cognitive decline and impairment in at least 2 cognitive
domains.11 To minimize random variability in clinical classi-
fication of dementia across clinicians and time, and thereby
maximizing the reliability of diagnostic decisions,23 we de-
veloped educationally adjusted cut points on 11 tests24,25 and
an algorithm for converting impairment ratings on tests to
impairment ratings for 5 cognitive domains: orientation, at-
tention, memory, language, and perception.26 A neuropsy-
chologist, who had access to all cognitive data, education,
occupation, and ratings of sensorimotor problems and moti-
vation, agreed or disagreed with each cognitive domain rating
and in the event of disagreement supplied a revised rating
(and reasons for disagreeing with the algorithm). If 2 cogni-
tive domains were impaired, the neuropsychologist also rated

Glossary
AA = African American; CI = confidence interval; DLS = dementia likelihood score; EA = European American; MCI = mild
cognitive impairment; MMSE = Mini-Mental State Examination; NCI = no cognitive impairment; NINCDS-ADRDA =
National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke–Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Disorders
Association; OR = odds ratio; SDMT = Symbol Digit Modalities Test.
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the likelihood of dementia. A second algorithm classified de-
mentia according to NINCDS-ADRDA criteria. A board-
certified neurologist with access to all clinical data then agreed
or disagreed with the dementia algorithm and in the event of
disagreement supplied a revised diagnosis (and reasons for
disagreeing with the algorithm). Functional impairment in
everyday activities is not included in the NINCDS-ADRDA
dementia criteria, which may enhance their reliability because
of the difficulty in assessing functional impairment uniformly
across individuals from different age, socioeconomic, and cul-
tural subgroups. Persons who had impairment in at least one
cognitive domain and were judged not to meet dementia cri-
teria by the neurologist were diagnosed with MCI. These cri-
teria for MCI have been associated with a rate of cognitive
decline,24,27,28 risk of death,24,29 and level of dementia-related
pathology30 intermediate to those in subgroups with dementia
and no cognitive impairment (NCI). The neuropsychologist
and neurologist were blinded to all previously collected data (to
maintain uniformity in diagnostic decision-making).

Statistical analysis
Sample weight–adjusted baseline descriptive statistics were
computed for population interviews and clinical evaluations
and for demographic characteristics, such as age, the number
of formal years of education completed, self-reported race/
ethnicity, sex of the participant, and 4 neurocognitive tests.
Means and SDs for continuous characteristics and percentage
for categorical characteristics were estimated for population
interviews.

A sample weight–adjusted generalized logit regression model
with 4 short cognitive test scores collected during clinical
evaluations and demographic characteristics—age at clinical
evaluation, female sex, years of formal education, and AA race/
ethnicity—was used to examine the associationwith the clinical

diagnosis of dementia and MCI with NCI as the reference
category.31 The linearity assumption of generalized logit model
was validated by comparing the logit values against each cog-
nitive test score. The classification accuracy of the regression
model was evaluated using 2 separate logistic models—one for
dementia and a second for MCI—with NCI as the reference.
The prediction errors for the likelihood of dementia and MCI
were estimated using a bootstrapping approach.

Using coefficients from the generalized logit regression model
and a short battery of cognitive tests and age at each pop-
ulation interview, and time-specific demographic character-
istics of the individual—age at interview, sex, race/ethnicity,
and education—of each participant, we estimated 3
participant-specific likelihood scores for dementia, MCI, and
NCI. The likelihood scores ranged from 0 to 1, with 0 in-
dicating lower likelihood and 1 indicating higher likelihood.
The population-level average of the estimated likelihood of
dementia can be interpreted as the estimated occurrence of
dementia or MCI providing the probability that a randomly
selected participant in the population interview will be di-
agnosed with dementia or MCI. Since about 55% of the
population had died between 1993 and 2012, we used a con-
servative last observation carried forward imputation for the
time during which they had died. We tested the sensitivity of
this approach using multiple imputation, and found our
estimates of the average likelihood of dementia to be higher by
about 1.2% and MCI to be higher by about 1.8%.

After estimating the time-specific dementia likelihood score
(DLS) in 10,342 participants, we used a marginal mean model
within a generalized estimating equation framework to ex-
amine the change in the likelihood of dementia and MCI over
time. Five indicator variables for each triennial cycle with
2000–2002 as the reference time and time-specific age, female

Table 1 Time-specific demographic characteristics of Chicago Health and Aging Project participants in the population
sample

Years 1993–1996 1997–1999 2000–2002 2003–2005 2006–2008 2009–2012

No. 5,835 5,327 6,165 6,821 6,623 5,637

Age, y 74.6 (6.9) 77.2 (6.3) 75.2 (6.9) 75.9 (7.2) 77.6 (7.0) 79.5 (6.9)

Education, y 11.8 (3.7) 11.9 (3.7) 12.2 (3.6) 12.4 (3.4) 12.7 (3.4) 12.9 (3.3)

African American 3,593 (62) 2,615 (62) 3,333 (70) 3,438 (65) 3,048 (65) 2,397 (63)

Female 3,530 (60) 3,713 (62) 4,338 (62) 4,819 (62) 4,940 (64) 4,333 (66)

Cohorts Original cohort

Successive cohort 1

Successive cohort 2

Successive cohort 3

Successive cohort 4

Values are mean (SD) or n (%).
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sex, and AA race/ethnicity were used to estimate the
population-level likelihood of dementia and MCI. We treated
each likelihood score as number of realizations with the
condition over 100 Bernoulli trials. For example, a likelihood
score of 0.80 would consist of 80 realizations with disease
(value of 1) and 20 realizations with no disease (value of 0).
We used a generalized estimating equation with an ex-
changeable correlation matrix to account for participant-level
correlation of the event over Bernoulli trials with a logit link
function32 after adjusting for age, AA race/ethnicity, sex, and
education, and setting these values to be the same as the
baseline cohort, performed using R program.33

Data availability
Deidentified demographic data, short battery of cognitive test
scores, and likelihood scores for dementia and MCI developed
in this article will be shared upon request with any qualified
investigators. Study protocols for population interview of these
measures and earlier study protocol publications will be made
available upon request to the corresponding author.

Results
The average age of the original and successive cohorts ranged
between 75 and 80 years and consisted of at least 60% AA and
female in each of the triennial population interviews (table 1).
The average age of participants was 73.1 years with 12.3 years
of formal education and consisted of 63% AA and 61% female
during population interviews (table 2). After adjusting for
sampling weights, the clinical sample consisted of individuals
who were about a year younger and had slightly higher cog-
nitive functioning than the population sample.

Of the 2,794 participants selected for clinical evaluations, 767
(weighted percentage 21%) participants were clinically di-
agnosed with dementia, another 837 (weighted percentage
26%) were diagnosed with MCI, and the remaining 1,190
(weighted percentage 53%) had NCI. On an average, par-
ticipants diagnosed with dementia were about 2 years older
than participants with MCI, and about 4 years older than
participants with NCI. Participants diagnosed with dementia
also had lower education by 1 year than in those with MCI
and by 2 years than in participants with NCI. As expected,
participants diagnosed with dementia had lower scores on all
4 cognitive tests than participants with either MCI or NCI.

Development of the DLS
In the clinical sample of 2,794, a short battery of cognitive tests
collected during the clinical interviews was associated with the
occurrence of dementia and MCI (table 3). The delayed story
recall test score was associated with lower odds for clinical
diagnosis of dementia (odds ratio [OR] 0.74, 95% confidence
interval [CI] 0.67–0.82) and MCI (OR 0.87, 95% CI
0.79–0.94) compared toNCI. SDMT and theMMSEwere also
associated with lower odds for clinical diagnosis of dementia
and MCI compared to NCI. However, immediate recall test

score was not associated with either the diagnosis of dementia
orMCI. Female sex and AA race/ethnicity were also associated
with higher odds for the clinical diagnosis of dementia andMCI
compared to NCI. Although age was associated with the di-
agnosis of dementia, it was not associated with the diagnosis of
MCI compared to NCI.

The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve for
dementia submodel was 0.92 (95% CI 0.88–0.95) and for
MCI submodel was 0.89 (95% CI 0.82–0.94), which suggests
high classification accuracy for each outcome. The bias in the
average likelihoods of the bootstrap sample for dementia
likelihood was 0.2% and MCI likelihood was 0.5%. The figure
shows a 3D scatterplot of the likelihood of dementia, MCI,
and NCI during the baseline assessment using our short
battery of cognitive tests. The average DLS was 19.8% (95%
CI 19.5%–20.1%) and MCI likelihood score was 28.9% (95%
CI 28.7%–29.1%) over the duration of the study. AA partic-
ipants had large average DLS (23.5% vs 13.2%) and MCI
likelihood scores (33.0% vs 21.7%) compared to EA
participants.

Evaluating trends in DLS between 1993
and 2012
For each participant in the population sample, the likelihood of
dementia and MCI was estimated using a generalized logit
regression model in 6 triennial cycles between 1993 and 2012
(table 4). After adjusting for age, sex, race/ethnicity, and edu-
cation, and setting these characteristics to be same as the
baseline cohort, we estimated the likelihood of dementia in our

Table 2 Baseline characteristics of Chicago Health and
Aging Project participants enrolled in population
interview and selected for clinical evaluation for
diagnosis of dementia, mild cognitive
impairment, or no cognitive impairment

Population interview,
mean (SD), n = 10,342

Clinical evaluation, mean
(95% CI), n = 2,794

Age, y 73.1 (7.1) 72.0 (71.6–72.2)

Education, y 12.3 (3.5) 12.7 (12.5–12.9)

Delayed
recall

8.0 (3.1) 8.3 (8.2–8.5)

Immediate
recall

8.5 (2.7) 8.9 (8.7–9.0)

SDMT 29.2 (14.3) 32.5 (31.6–33.3)

MMSE 26.2 (4.8) 27.1 (26.8–27.7)

African
American

6,525 (63) 1,561 (60)

Female 6,341 (61) 1,710 (65)

Abbreviations: CI = confidence interval; MMSE = Mini-Mental State Exami-
nation; SDMT = Symbol Digit Modalities Test.
Values are mean (SD) or n (%). Sample weight–adjusted means and their
95% CIs and weighted proportions are shown for the clinical sample.
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population sample to be around 21.6% (95%CI 20.9%–22.3%)
in 1993–1996, which decreased to 18.9% (95% CI
18.1%–19.7%) in 2000–2002, and remained steady through
2009–2012 at 18.7% (95% CI 17.8%–19.6%). A significant
decrease in the likelihood of dementia was observed between
1993–1996 and 2000–2002 (p = 0.012). However, no signifi-
cant differences in any of the triennial cycles from 2000 to 2012
were observed. The decrease in the likelihood of dementia
seemed to have flattened between 2000 and 2012.

The change in likelihood of MCI between 1993 and 2012 was
also evaluated using our approach. Interestingly, the likeli-
hood of MCI was similar between 1993–1996 and 2009–2012
at about 29.3%, with a decrease in 2000–2002 at 27.9%, which
was not statistically significant. The likelihood of MCI did not
show any significant patterns of change over the 18-year study
period, although small variations were observed over time.

Discussion
The population-level likelihood of dementia was derived us-
ing a short battery of cognitive test scores in a large
population-based study over 18 years. Three cognitive test
scores—delayed story recall test, SDMT, and MMSE—
provided the likelihood of dementia and MCI after adjusting
for age, education, race/ethnicity, and sex. The immediate

recall test was not associated with the likelihood of dementia
or MCI in the presence of the other 3 cognitive tests. De-
mographic characteristics, such as age and female sex, were
also associated with higher likelihood of dementia, even in the
presence of the cognitive tests. Our findings also suggest that
AA participants have significantly higher occurrence of de-
mentia and MCI, even in the presence of short battery of
cognitive tests and other demographic characteristics.

The DLS has several applications, including estimating the
population-level likelihood of dementia in a longitudinal cohort
study. Prevalence can be interpreted as the probability of de-
mentia for an entire population. DLS are individual-specific
probabilities of dementia and averaging the likelihood scores
would provide an estimate of the probability of dementia.
Hence, average DLS and prevalence estimates are equivalent.
The prevalence of dementia showed a decline in earlier years,
but did not show much variability between 2000 and 2012,7

contrary to studies that reported dramatic decreases in the
prevalence of dementia, nationally4 and internationally in de-
veloped countries.5,6 Interestingly, the likelihood of MCI
showed some variability with a decrease between 1993 and
2000, and a steady increase thereafter to reach levels similar to
1993–1996.

The DLS has several advantages over cognitive composites and
memory scores. Many cognitive composite scores are based on
linear scales where decrements in scores are associated with

Figure 3D plot of the likelihood of dementia, mild cognitive
impairment, and no cognitive impairment at the
baseline interview

The likelihood of dementia, mild cognitive impairment, and no cognitive
impairment is based on the probability of the event given time-specific de-
mographic characteristics and cognitive test scores at the baseline assess-
ment during the population interview.

Table 3 Odds ratios (ORs) and 95% confidence intervals
(CIs) of cognitive tests and demographic
characteristics for clinical diagnosis of dementia
and mild cognitive impairment (MCI) in the
Chicago Health and Aging Project population
sample

Characteristics
Diagnosis of dementia, OR
(95% CI)

Diagnosis of MCI, OR
(95% CI)

Events/total n 767/2,794 837/2,794

Delayed recall 0.74 (0.67–0.82) 0.87 (0.79–0.94)

Immediate
recall

1.09 (0.96–1.24) 1.07 (0.97–1.18)

SDMT 0.90 (0.88–0.92) 0.95 (0.94–0.96)

MMSE 0.67 (0.60–0.73) 0.79 (0.73–0.84)

Age, y 1.08 (1.05–1.12) 1.02 (0.99–1.04)

Female 1.46 (1.09–1.96) 1.32 (1.11–1.58)

AA race/
ethnicity

1.72 (1.03–2.87) 1.48 (1.09–2.02)

Education, y 1.19 (1.11–1.27) 1.10 (1.05–1.16)

Abbreviations: MMSE = Mini-Mental State Examination; SDMT = Symbol
Digit Modalities Test.
OR estimates were based on a sample weight–adjusted polychotomous
regression model with 2 outcome categories, dementia and MCI, with no
cognitive impairment as the reference category. The polychotomous re-
gressionmodel was adjusted for centered age, female sex, African American
race/ethnicity, and centered education.
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increased risk of dementia (e.g., Preclinical Alzheimer Cogni-
tive Composite).12–17 Because these scores are not directly
examined to provide a likelihood of dementia or lesser cogni-
tive impairments, using composite test scores in classifying
dementia and MCI can be more difficult. Even though mis-
classification rates are often provided, estimates for how many
people are wrongly classified as having dementia or NCI are
often unknown, and the variability in these estimates is also not
known.34 The effect of these misclassification rates on
population-level changes needs to be evaluated further. The
DLS are not based on pathologic diagnosis; hence, these scores
do not distinguish between patients with and without Alz-
heimer disease.

In our study, a short battery of cognitive tests coupled with the
demographic characteristics predicted the likelihood of de-
mentia andMCI with high accuracy. Education contributed to
the DLS even after adjusting for neuropsychological test
scores, age, sex, and race/ethnicity. The contributions of these
demographic characteristics were significant even after ac-
counting for the cognitive test scores. The mortality-adjusted
estimates were higher by about 3%, which suggests that
studies that do not account for mortality are more likely to
underestimate the prevalence of dementia. The demography

of older populations and the uncertainty in prevalence of
dementia calls for a closer watch on the future changes in
mortality characteristics.35

The study has several limitations. The short battery of cog-
nitive tests was repeated at population interview and clinical
evaluations, which makes the tests highly correlated, although
one is a short battery and the other is a battery of 19 cognitive
tests. The likelihood scores reduce the dimension of tests
from 4 cognitive tests to a single measure of probability,
resulting in some loss of information. Also, the immediate
recall test did not provide any meaningful information in the
presence of delayed recall, perceptual speed, andMMSE. This
could be due to the high correlatedness of the cognitive tests.
The likelihood scores are based on a linear parameterization
of the cognitive tests; that is, the odds of dementia and MCI
increases linearly with decreasing cognitive test scores.
However, this association may have certain clinical thresholds
beyond or below which the tests do not provide meaningful
information. In addition, the dementia diagnosis was based on
the NINCDS-ADRDA criteria and did not include functional
impairment and does not distinguish between dementia
subtypes. Although the temporal trends adjusted for de-
mographic characteristics and set the population levels to the
baseline cohort, there might be some residual age con-
founding. AA patients have higher ORs for dementia andMCI
even after adjusting for cognitive tests; some of this associa-
tion may depend on social, behavioral, personality, and un-
measured characteristics not examined here.

Dementia and MCI likelihood scores are useful tools in un-
derstanding the changing risk of cognitive impairment in the
population. Risk factors associated with these likelihood
scores can also be evaluated in future studies. Although some
studies suggest that the prevalence of dementia and MCI may
be declining, our investigation suggests a greater variability
around such trend estimates. Given the rise in the prevalence
of chronic health conditions and their relation to dementia, it
is increasingly important to examine the reasons for any de-
cline and to identify the uncertainty in the estimation of oc-
currence of dementia and MCI in population studies.
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Years
Estimated
prevalence (95% CI)

Estimated
difference p Value

Dementia

1993–1996 21.6 (20.9–22.3) 2.7 0.012

1997–1999 20.0 (19.2–20.8) 1.1 0.036

2000–2002 18.9 (18.1–19.7) Reference Reference

2003–2005 18.9 (18.0–19.8) 0.0 0.88

2006–2008 18.3 (17.5–19.1) −0.6 0.57

2009–2012 18.7 (17.8–19.6) −0.2 0.79
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Abbreviation: CI = confidence interval.
Models adjusted for age, sex, race, and cohort effects using a generalized
estimating equation with a quasibinomial model. The estimate for
1993–1996 and 1997–1999 used the same original cohort.
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